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We are concerned with the generalized Jacobian Conjecture which can be reduced to the study 
of so-called cubic linear mappings. It is shown that if we consider a cubic linear mapping 
F=(F,,. ,F,,):C”+@“, F,(x)=x,+( a~x,+..~+a;x,,)‘,j=l,__., nwithJacF=landif 
the matrix [al: i, j = 1, , n] has rank or corank less than 3, then F is a tame automorphism. 
(This result was announced at the Conference on Real Algebraic Geometry, La Turballe, 
France, June 24-28, 1991.) 
Introduction 
The famous generalized Jacobian Conjecture (for short JC) asserts that for 
every II > 1 the following holds: 
1j’F = (F,, . . . , F,,) is a polynomial map with constant nontrivial jacobian, then 
F is an automorphism. 
It was shown, cf. (31, that in order to prove JC (for every n > 1) it is sufficient 
to verify JC for every n > 1 only for polynomial mappings F having special cubic 
linear form (briefly: CLF), namely 
(CLF) F,(x ,,... ,x,,)=x,+(a)x, +...+ayx,,)3, 
where at (k = 1, . , n) are coefficients 
of a given linear form ai, j= 1,. . . , n. 
It was proved, cf. [2, 31, that the rank of the square matrix A := [a;.: 
i,j= 1 3 t . , n] is always less than n. Moreover, JC was checked in the case of 
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rank A = 1,2 and corank A = 1. In this paper we not only extend the result to the 
case of corank A = 2, but WC also describe the structure of the matrix A. This 
structure implies that the mapping F is a tame automorphism, i.e. the mapping 
F - F(0) is a finite composition of linear automorphisms and the so-called shears 
(a shear is an elementary triangular transformation of the form 
7-(x, 1 . . . x,l)=(x,,...,x,~,.x,+f(x ,,..., x,-,.x,+ ,,...‘X,,), 
X ,+,. . . 3 x-,,)I 
It is worth to notice that the following generalization of Gauss’ theorem for linear 
mappings is true. cf. [l]. 
Any special linear automorphism L (i.e. det L = 1) is a composition of linear 
shears, so it is a tame automorphism. 
Note also that any triangular automorphism is obviously a tame automorphism. 
1. Notations and reduction theorem 
Vector bases in the image and preimage vector spaces C” are assumed to be 
fixed and identical, so linear mappings L from C” into C” are identified with their 
matrices and denoted by the same letter L. The symbol a,x (resp. h,x, c,x, etc.) 
denotes the value of the linear form a, : C” + @ at a point x = (x, , . . . , x,,) E C”, 
i.e. a,x=a:x, +...+a~x,,,j= 1,. . ,rz. 
Let a polynomial mapping F = (F,, . . , F,,) have a cubic linear form. that is, 
F,(x) = x, + (a,~)‘, x = (s, , . , x,,) E @‘I, j = 1, . , ~1. It is known, cf. [23], that 
if Jac F = 1, then the matrix A., := [(cz,x)~Q:: i, j = 1, , rz] is nilpotent (note also 
that F(x) = x + A.,(x)). Hence, for every x E @” there exists an index of nilpoten- 
cy of the matrix A,, i.e. a number p(x) E N such that A{.““ = 0 and A”“‘p’ # 0, 
cf. [4, 5). We define the index of nilpotency of the mapping F to be the number 
ind F:=sup{p(x)EN: xEC”}. 
Denote for short g := ind F, A := [al: i, j = 1, . . . . n] and call A the matrix of 
the cubic linear mapping F. It is evident that 1 sp(x) 5 1 + rank A, 5 1 + 
rankA, so l<g<l+rankA~n. 
Since the equations A_: = 0 are algebraic, the set {x E C”: A,:-’ = 0) is an 
algebraic set and from the definition of g we get 
(9 A:-’ # 0 for each x belonging to a nonempty Zarisky open set Z 
Now we are ready to formulate a finer version of the main reduction theorem in 
PI. 
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Theorem 1.1. (Reduction theorem) In order to verify JC (for every n 2 2) it is 
sufjicient to check JC (for every n 22) only for polynomial mappings F = 
(F, , . , , F,,) of the cubic linear form 
F,(x)=x,+(a,x)‘, j=l,. . . ,n, 
having an additional nilpotent property of the matrix A : = [a/: i, j = 1, . . , n], 
namely : 
(N) there exists a point c E C” such that A, = A and ind A = ind F . 
Proof. Notice that if P is a permutation and F has the cubic linear form, then the 
mapping P-lo Fo P has also (CLF). Due to this fact we may assume that aj #O 
forj=l,..., psnanda,=Oforj>p,jsn.LetasetZbeasin(Z)andput 
Y={xEZ: a,x#O, j=l,..., p}. Obviously Y is a nonempty Zariski open 
subset of C”. Take a fixed point y = (y,, . . . , y,,) E Y such that the point 
c:=(y,I(/3i)“,. ,Y,,/(/?,~)‘)EY, where /3,=a,y#O for jsp and p,=l for 
j > p. (It is always possible to find such a point y E Y because the set { y E Y: 
(y,@,y)“, . . ) y,,l(a,,y)‘, yP+lT . 3 y,,) e Y} is contained in a proper algebraic 
subset of U?.) Denote J(x,, . . . ,x,,) = ((p,)‘x,, . , (p,,)jx,,) and put G = 
J- ’ 0 F 0 J. Evidently Jac G = 1 and 
G,(x) = x, + (d;x, + . . . + d;x,,)’ , 
where d~=(p,)‘a~lP,, j,k=l,. ..,n. 
It is easy to check that d,c := djc, +. . . + d’fc,, = 1 for j = 1, . . . , p. If we 
denote D := [dj: i, j = 1,. . . , n], then D, = D and D,“-’ = (J-‘oA?,o J)‘-’ # 
0. 0 
We shall prove the following (perhaps already known) lemma which will be 
used in the proof of the main theorem. 
Lemma 1.2. If every principal minor of a square matrix A is equal to 0, then A is 
an essentially triangular matrix and has null diagonal, i.e. the matrix A is 
permutation similar to a triangular matrix with null diagonal. 
Recall that a principal minor of A of order k is the determinant of any matrix 
obtained from A by putting away n - k rows and columns of A with the same 
indices. 
Proof. If P is a permutation of k elements, then denote by the same letter P the 
matrix of the permutation P, i.e. a matrix P such that for each matrix A = [a!: 
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i,j= 1 , . . 3 k] the product PA = [a~(,): i,j = 1,. . , k] and AP= [uj’(“: i,j = 
1 3 . . . 3 k]. Since Pm’ = P’:= transpose of P, the matrix PAP’ is permutation 
similar to A. 
Now we use induction. 
(1) Lemma 1.2 is trivially true if n = 2. 
(2) Assume that Lemma 1.2 is true for each matrix of order k, k 5 n - 1 and 
take a matrix A of order n. 
(i) Suppose that there exists an index i such that the ith row of the matrix A is 
equal to 0. If we choose a suitable permutation P, then the matrix B = PAPT has 
the nth row equal to 0. Using the induction on the matrix C = [b!: i, j = 
1 , . . . 9 n ~ 11 we find that there exists a permutation matrix Q = [ qj: i, j = 
1 . . 3 n - 11 such that the matrix QCQ’r is an upper triangular matrix. Put 
~i=q:, for i,j=l,... ,n-1, 1$=~f:=6: for k=l,..., n and take R=[rl: 
i,j= 1 7 . 1 t-z]. The matrix D = (RP)A(RP)‘r is triangular. 
(ii) We do not assume that some row of A is equal to 0. Choosing a suitable 
permutation M one can change columns and rows of the matrix A such that the 
last column of the matrix B = M”AM is a combination of the first y1 - 1 columns. 
The induction hypothesis applied to the matrix C = [bj: i, j = 1, . , n - l] yields 
the existence of a permutation matrix Q = [ 4:: i, j = 1, , n ~ 11 such that the 
matrix QCQ’ is an upper triangular matrix. Now repeat the argumentation given 
in case (i). The matrix b = [d”‘,: i, j = 1, . , n] (obtained in the same way as the 
matrix D in case (i)) need not be triangular, but the following equalities are true: 
Since the last column of the matrix r? remains the combination of the first y1 - 1 
columns, the element d::_, = 0. Hence the (n - 1)th row of the matrix fi is equal 
to 0 and we have proved that the assumptions of Case (i) are satisfied. 0 
2. Main theorem 
We shall prove a theorem which extends our previous result given in [3]. 
Theorem 2.1. (Main theorem) Zf a polynomial map F = (F, , . . , F,,) : @‘I + c” 
with Jac F = 1 has a cubic linear form and rank A or corank A is smaller than 3, 
then F is a tame automorphism. 
Proof. All useful facts about nilpotent matrices can be found in [4] or [5]. 
Because Jac F(x) = 1 for any x = (x,, . . . , x,,) E C”, the corank of the matrix A is 
always greater than 0, cf. [2, 31. If k := rank A is equal to 0, then the theorem is 
trivial. Remember that if P is a permutation and F has (CLF), then the mapping 
PO Fo PT has also (CLF). Due to this fact we assume without loss of generality 
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that the first k rows of the matrix A are linearly independent for k = rank A E 
{1,2, n - 2, IZ - l}. Obviously, if the matrix A is triangular, then the mapping F 
is a tame automorphism. 
Case I: rank A = 1. Assuming a, # 0 we see that there exist numbers q, such 
that a, = q,a, for any j = 2, . , n. Put 
0 0 . . . 0 
L= 
The mapping G = L 0 Fo L -’ then has the form 
G,(x) = ~1 + (W3 , G;(x) = xi , 
where b, := a,oLm’ , j=2,...,n. 
Since Jac G = 1, bi = 0 and the matrix of the mapping G is upper triangular. 
Case II: rank A = 2. Assume that the vectors a, ,a, are linearly independent 
and the vectors u3, . . . , a,, are linear combinations of the vectors a, ,a?. Then 
there exists a nonsingular matrix L = [li: i, j = 1, . . . , n] realizing changing of 
variables such that the mapping G = L 0 Fo L ’ has its components of the form 
G,(x) = x, + i f’,(a;~ L-i)” 
= x, + i f’,(bfx, + b;?x$ , j=l,...,n. 
,=I 
Put 
H(x) := (G,(x), G(X), x3, . , x,,) , 
R(x) := (x,, x2, G,(x)> . . 3 G,,(x)). 
Evidently G = Ho R and R is a tame automorphism. We shall show that the 
mapping H is also a tame automorphism. By not difficult but tiring calculations 
we find, cf. [3], that there exist numbers a, b, p, q such that 
H(x) = (x, + Aax, + bx,)“, x2 + q(ux, + bx$, x3, . . , x,,) , 
where pa + qb = 0. Now one can check that the mapping H is also a tame 
automorphism, so is F and the proof of case II is completed. 
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Cayley-Hamilton equations. Put t, : = a,x, j = 1, . . , n, t : = (t, , . . . , t,,) and 
denote A(t) := [tfa!: i, j = 1, . . . , n], A, := [a,x’a!: i, j = 1, . . . , n]. Since A(t) is 
a nilpotent matrix, we obtain from the Cayley-Hamilton equations that 
c Mi,,,,i(t)=O, k=l,. . ,n. (1) 
I=,,<.. <liC,I 
Here 4. Ii (t) denotes the principal minor of the matrix A(t), i.e. the deter- 
minant of the matrix obtained from A(t) by putting away the rows and the 
columns with indices different from i,, . , i,. If we denote by M,,. ,,~ the 
principal minor of the matrix A, then from (1) we derive the following: 
(2) 
Case III: corank A = 1. 
a,, . . . , a,,-, of the matrix 
,I_ I 
“H = c a,a, ’ 
Without loss of generality suppose that the rows 
A are linearly independent, that is, 
and consider the following subcases 
(i) Assume that a,, = 0. Then variables t, := a,x, j = 1, . . . , n - 1 are in- 
dependent, t,, = 0 and A = A( 1, . . . , 1,O). Since t, , . . , t,, ~, are independent 
variables, the elements tf, . . . tZ are linearly independent (as elements of the 
vector space @[t, , . , t,,_ ,] over C) when 1 5 i, < . . . < i, < n. Using this fact we 
obtain from equations (2) that every principal minor of the matrix A is equal to 0. 
Due to Lemma 1.2 there exists a permutation matrix P such that B = P.‘AP = [bi: 
j=l,..., n] is an upper triangular matrix with null diagonal. Put BY = P~rA, P = 
[(bix)“bl: i, j = 1, . . , 121. 
Since F(x) = x + A,(x) and A = PBP’, the mapping 
(PI.0 Fo P)(x) = x + (PToA,,(/ P)(x) 
=x + [P” o(PBP’) P(.r) o PI(x) = x + 4 (xl 1 
is a triangular automorphism. 
(ii) Assume that a,, = qa, for some q E @, s # n. If L is a linear automorphism 
of C” such that L(y,, . . , y,,)=(y,, . . . , y,,_,, y,, - q3y,), then the map G = 
L 0 Fo L ~’ fulfils the assumptions of the previous case. 
(iii) We show that the assumptions of the previous case are satisfied. Contrary 
to case (ii) assume that a,, = ~~=I q,a,, where q, . . . q,, f 0, p 2 2. Put tj := six, 
j=l , . . . , ~1. Since the variables t,, . . . , t,,_, are independent and the vector a,, is 
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not parallel to any of the vectors a,, , a,,_,, we have the following: 
ty@(t:, . , tf-,). 
Hence, from equations (2) we obtain that every principal minor of the matrix A is 
equal to 0. This fact and Lemma 1.2 implies that a,, = 0. Contradiction. 
Case IV: corank A = 2. Due to the previous considerations the theorem is true 
if n 5 4 (cf. cases I and II), so from now on assume that n 2 4. Without loss of 
generality suppose that the rows a,, . . , a,,_, are linearly independent and 
,1 -2 n-2 
U ,l-l=IX, “jai> ‘n=z, Df”,7 
t, = u,x ) j=l,...,n, t= (t,, . . ) t,,). 
Consider the following cases. 
(i) If a,,-, = a,, = 0, then from equations (2) and Lemma 1.2 we obtain that the 
matrix A is essentially triangular and the assertion holds. 
(ii) The case of a,, = 0 and a,,-, being parallel to some a,, (s 5 n - 2) is reduced 
to case (i) by a linear transformation. 
(iii) Suppose a,, =0 and u,,_,=~~=,ol,ui, a;..:1_~,,#0, ~22. Put t,=u,x 
for j= 1,. . , II. Then t,, . . . , t,,_2 are independent variables and t,,_, = 
c;=, ‘y,t,> t,, = 0. By an argument analogous to that given in Case III(iii) we 
obtain that every principal minor of the matrix A is equal to 0. Due to Lemma 1.2 
the matrix A is essentially triangular. Since corank A = 2, we obtain that a,,-, = 
a,, = 0. Contradiction. 
(iv) If a,, (or a,, _ , ) is parallel to someu,,s#n(ors#n-l),thenwehavethe 
previous cases because, using a suitable linear automorphism L, we see that the 
nth component of the mapping L 0 Fo L ~’ is equal to x,,, i.e. the ‘new’ urr = 0. 
(v) If we prove that 
(*) a,, (resp. a,,-,) is parallel to some a,, s Z n (resp. s f n - 1) , 
(i.e. that the assumption of the previous cases are fulfilled), then the proof of case 
IV will be completed. 
Case (1): y1 = 4. Assume that the vectors a, ,a2 are linearly independent and the 
vectors agrad and linear combinations of the vectors u1,u2. Then there exists a 
nonsingular matrix L = [lf : i, j = 1, . . . , 41 such that the mapping G = L 0 Fo L -’ 
has its components of the form 
G,(x) = x, + i +z, 0 L -‘x)’ 
I=1 
=x, + C I)(bjx, + byx-,)’ , j = 1,. . . ,4. 
,=I 
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Put 
H(x) := (G,(x), G(X), x3, x4), R(x) := (x,, x2, G,(x), G,(x)) . 
Evidently G = Ho R, so Jac H = 1 and by not difficult but tiring calculations we 
find, cf. [3], that there exist numbers a, b, p, q such that 
H(x) = (x, + p(ux, + bx,)3, x2 + q(ax, + bx,)‘, x3, XJ) I 
where pa + qb = 0. Since G,(x) = xl + p(ax, + bx,)“, G,(x) = xI + q(ax, + bx,)‘, 
x3, x4 and pa + qb = 0, we obtain the following identities, 
i (uri, + blk)(u, 0 L-lx)’ = 0 if ]a1 + lb1 > 0, 
,=I 
or 
i I’,(Lz,~L-‘x)~=O if u=b=O, 
i=l 
i.e. the cubic forms (a,~)~, . , (a,~)’ are linearly dependent. 
Hence, one can easy obtain that the vector ui (or a,) is parallel to some of the 
remaining vectors, i.e. (*) is true. 
Case (2): Take II > 4 and assume that there exist two vectors up,u4 such that 
U 
,I - I = au,, + bu, , a,, = cu, + da, for u,b,c,d E C (4) 
By the induction assume that the condition (*) is satisfied if the degree of the 
matrix A is smaller than n, n > 4. Suppose, contrary to (*), that the vectors 
U 11-l’ a,, are not parallel to each other and to any of the vectors a,, . . , u,~_~, i.e. 
assume that 
a ,I - I = UU~_~ + bq2, a,, = cunp3 + dan_2, 
abed # 0 , det #O 
(5) 
(here, without loss of generality, we have taken p = n - 3, q = n - 2). 
Now we shall check that 
there exists j, j 5 n - 4 such that the column a’ = [u!: 
i = 1, . . , n] of the matrix A is a linear combination of the 
columns a’, . . . , a’-‘, ai+‘, . . . , a” . (6) 
[Proof of (6). Suppose, contrary to (6), that any column a’, j = 1, . . . , n - 4 is 
linearly independent from the other columns. Since corank A = 2, two of the 
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columns unm3, . , a, are linear combinations of the remaining columns. One can 
find a suitable permutation P such that the mapping PO Fo P-l has the last two 
columns linearly dependent. Moreover, assumption (5) holds for the map 




a where y;,6,EC, i= 1,. . . ,n. 
(7) 
Define a linear automorphism L : C” + @” by the formula 
L(x)=(x, -y,x,,-, -6,x,,,.. . ,x,,m7-?/nm7x,rmI -4-7x,1,x,,-13x,,) 




X n-7 + (k-24 + y,,-?(b,r- ,x>” +L,@,A’ 
X ,,-I + (h-d 
x,2 + hA3 
wherex=(x,,..., x,,)EC”, b, = a,0 Lm’, j= 1,. . , n. Due to (7) we have that 
b,x = bjx, + . . + b’,m2x,1m2, j = 1, . , n; hence 
Jac G = 1 e JacH= 1 , 
where 
H(x):= (, x, + (b,Xy + y,(b,,_,Xy + q&x)3 
,r-z + (6,z-2x)3 + Y,,-l(b,z-,X)3 + q-@,J)3 1 ’ XEC”. 
Since Jac H = 1, we have the following: 
H’(x) - I is a nilpotent matrix for any x E C:” . (8) 
The vectors b,, . , b,,_, are linearly independent and, according to (5), b,,-, = 
ab ,rp3 + bb,,mz, b,, = cb,,m, + db,,m,, where abed f 0. Using this fact one can check 
that max{rank [H’(x) - I]: x EC”} = y1 and we have a contradiction with (8), 
thus (6) is satisfied.] 
If the matrix A has property (6), then there exist a suitable permutation P such 
that the first column a’ of the matrix of the mapping PO Fo P-’ is a linear 
combination of the columns a’, . . . , a”, so without loss of generality we can 
assume that 
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the column a’ = [af : i = 1, . , n] is a linear combination 
of the columns a’, . . . , a” . (9) 
Put N= y1 - 1, t’ = (t,_, . . . , t,) and denote B(t’) = [tt+,a;Ij: i,j = 1, . . . , N]. 
Since B(t’) is a principal minor of the nilpotent matrix A(O, t2, . . . , t,,), the 
matrix B(t’) is also nilpotent. Put B = [al::: i,j = 1,. . . , N] and denote by 
b . . . ) 6, the rows of the matrix B. Due to (9) the rows b,, . . . , b,_, are 
liiearly independent, so corank B = 2. From (5) we obtain that 
b N-I = ab,+, + bb,_, , b,v = cb,v_, + db,-, , 
abed # 0 , det 
(10) 
By the induction assumption we get that the row b, (for bNp,) of the matrix B 
has to be parallel to some row 6, for some s, s # N (or s # N - l), so we have a 
contradiction with (10). Since (10) results from (5)) we have shown that (*) holds 
in case (2). 
Case (3): Take n > 4 and suppose that case (2) does not hold. Then, since 
y1 - 2 2 3, we have the following possible cases: 
#{i: a,#O}z3 and #{j: p,#O}r2, 
or 
#{i: cu,#O}~2 and #{j: pj#Oo)23, (11) 
or 
If 
{i: a,#O}={i,,L}, {i:P,#O)={j,,j,) 
and {i,, L) + ii,, j,l . 
rank $1 1: 1 
then from (11) we obtain that 
tf-, ~C(tf, . . . , tf-1, ti) ) t; gqt;, . . . > t:-,>. 
From (2) and (12) we derive that all principal minors of the matrix A are equal to 
0, so by Lemma 1.2 we get a contradiction with (12). Thus 
has to be equal to 1, i.e. (*) is satisfied in case (3). 
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The proof of Theorem 2.1 is completed. 0 
Remark 2.2. Obviously, Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 remain true if we consider 
polynomial mappings over the field of reals. 
3. Tame automorphisms 
It is obvious that all polynomial automorphisms of C” form a group (with the 
composition of mappings as the group-operation) which is usually denoted by 
GA, and called the affine Cremona group. Denote by GL, the group of linear 
nonsingular mappings of C” and by SL, (resp. SA,) the subgroup of GL, (resp. 
GA,) consisting of mappings whose jacobian is equal to 1. The set of all tame 
automorphisms forms also a group which we denote by T,. It is well known that 
SL, C T,, and evidently T,, C SA,. The Jung-van der Kulk theorem asserts that 
SA, = T, for IZ = 2 (it is not true for analytic automorphisms, cf. [l], F(x,, x2) = 
x exlx’, Xze -x1*2 
k 
) is an example), but for n 2 3 the problem is open. Nagata, cf. 
conjectured that T,, f SA, for IZ 2 3 and he proposed the mapping 
as a possible element of SA,\T,. 
Although Nagata’s Conjecture has not been proved yet, it seems to be true. 
However, we want to formulate some generalization of the two-dimensional 
phenomenon. Identify z E @‘I with the pair (x, y) EC” x C”-‘I, IZ 5 p. For FE 
GA,, and p 2 n denote by F” the mapping given by the formula 
F*(x, Y) = (F(x), y) , (x, y) E @” x Cp-” . 
Obviously F” E GA,, and Jac F = Jac F”. We conjecture the following: 
For every natural number n and every mapping FE SA,, there exists a natural 
number p, p 2 y1 such that the mapping F* E T,,. 
Recently it has been shown, cf. [7, 81, that if we take the automorphism F given 
by Nagata’s example and F” when p = 4, then F” is a tame automorphism. This 
result is a step towards the conformation of the above conjecture. 
It is convenient to formulate this conjecture in the following way. Let @(‘) 
denote the direct sum of @ over N. We call G = (G, , G1, . . .) a special polyno- 
mial automorphism of Ccn’ if there exists a natural number p such that the 
mapping 
F:=(G ,,.. . ,G,)ESA,, and G,(x,,+ ,... )=x, if i>p. 
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We say that a polynomial automorphism G of @(‘) is a shear if G has the form 
G(x,,x, ,... >=(x I,..., X,_,,X,+t(X*,.‘..X;~,,X,+,,...,Xn), 
X ,+,, x,+,1 . . .> T 
where i and II are natural numbers. Analogously a tame automorphism of C=‘“’ is 
a finite composition of shears. Now our conjecture has an elegant equivalent 
formulation. 
Conjecture 3.1. Every special polynomial automorphism of C=(” is a tame 
automorphism. 
Added in proof. Wright has proved, cf. [9], that every polynomial mapping 
(with constant jacobian) having the cubic homogeneous form 
qx,, x2, x3) = X,’ + 2 C;I‘X’X’Xk I2 3’ c;” E @, p = 1,2,3 , 
,+,+k=3 
is linearly triangularizable, i.e. L ’ 0 Fo L is a triangular automorphism for 
suitable linear automorphism L. 
Remark 3.2. It follows from Wright’s result (cf. case II of the proof of Theorem 
2.1) that if a polynomial mapping F (with constant jacobian) is of cubic linear 
form and rank A = 3, then F is a tame automorphism. 
Combining Theorem 2.1 and the above fact, we obtain that if a polynomial 
mapping is of cubic linear form, then the Jacobian Conjecture is true up to 
dimension 6. 
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